Delf Street Junction

Delf Street has unused shops, under-used buildings, HSBC is leaving, yet it is attractive and important; it needs help.

- traffic impact improvement
- work economically better
- connected
- quality of space improved

for example:

1. outdoor seating area
2. spaces could be improved with art
3. people and cars share space

- Art Deco cinema could become a celebrated focal point, with painted facade, seating and planting
- junction design could encourage better use, with focus on pedestrians
- improved public realm could revitalise failing row of shops
- shop frontages could be improved to increase footfall
- a narrower road-way could deter people from abandoning cars
- 20 minute drop off bays could support food outlets
- space could be incorporated into new square, allowing outdoor tables for Fish & Chip shop
- outdoor restaurant seating area could create a space to dwell
- parking could be rearranged to reduce congestion
- East Kent Road Car Office could be given a new use, benefitting the public
- potential taxi spaces
- car showroom facade could be painted
- quality of space improved
- connected
- work economically better
- traffic impact improvement

The improved square could uplift this failing part of Sandwich.

.......... we need your help ... join the public consultation from 2 to 31 July 2016 ..........

visit: kent.gov.uk/sandwichtownreview or fill out a paper questionnaire whilst visiting the exhibition